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Call to Order 

Meeting started at 10:12am. No quorum present as of the start of the meeting.  Gerald Keys 
started the meeting by discussing the Green TAG’s progress as it relates to some other efforts in 
the city regarding Green building.   

At 10:14am, Ethan Landis disclosed that since the new Green code isn’t coming out until next 
year, his group has decided that it might not be best to make major suggestions now only to have 
to change them as soon as the new code is released. Says they will keep the group together, but 
they will primarily examine Green building code progress. 

Gerald Keys told the group that they are compiling a list of questions for the ICC board 
regarding the Green code.  Keys stated that he’s glad the Green TAG will continue to go 
through version one of the Green code as this will make them better prepared for when version 2 
comes out.  Stated that the ICC has mentioned that they don’t expect to have too many changes 
in that version. 

Landis informed the group about the method that the TAG has been using to examine version 
one of the Green code.   

Keys discussed how the grant funds that the CCCB has received to focus on Green building 
would be spent.  Fetterman wanted to know how it would all tie in before the end of the code 
cycle.  Stated that by 2012, the code needs to be in place for builders to adhere to the new 
standards, but he doesn’t see how they’ll have a Green law on the books with accompanying 
regulations by then considering the current progress. 



Keys stated that the Green TAG is becoming familiar with the IGCC, which is the model code 
and the natural progression. Robbie informed the group about the stakeholders meeting that the 
Permit Operations division is hosting next week. The meeting will lay out how DCRA will 
distribute Green permits. 

At 10:32am, the group was still discussing the Green code and the Green Building Act.   

At 10:35am, Curtis Clay came in to the meeting.  Now have a quorum. 

Hershey made a motion to approve the agenda. Seconded by Landis. The ayes have it. 

At 10:37am, Alex Berley entered the meeting. 

Review of the Minutes 

At 10:38am, the group started reviewing the minutes from the last meeting. 

Jill Stern had a couple edits to the minutes.  Asked Shana Kemp if she’d email the minutes to her 
and she’ll make the changes. 

Keys states that he had a change that he’d like to make as well and he’ll give it to Kemp after the 
meeting. 

Hershey made a motion to approve the minutes. Seconded by Taylor.  The ayes have it. 

Old Business 

At 10:44am, the group moved on to old business.  Keys discussed the MOU for the grant that 
the board has received.  Informed the group that he has to choose a contractor soon and he’d 
keep the group in the loop.   

Technical Advisory Groups Progress Reports 

At 10:51am, Keys moved on to a discussion of the TAGs to get a report on their progress. 

Landis stated that the next Green TAG meeting is a week from today.  Discussed some of the 
issues facing the group, as discussed at the beginning of the meeting.  Gave the group an idea of 
the timeline for the ICC to complete the creation of version 2 of the current Green code.   

Fetterman informed Landis that ICC would be helpful to them if they were to push forward 
aggressively, when they’d need to make any changes based upon version 2 of the code. 

At 11:02am, Sabbakhan discussed the Building TAG’s progress. Stated that they’ve had 6 
meetings to date.  Stated that they’ve gotten through most of the updates.  Says they are now 
going through the amendments to see what proposals they deem necessary.  Stated that he still 
expects to be done by mid-June. 

Stern wanted to know when Sabbakhan would be prepared to give the Issues and Policies group 
their suggestions for their chapter one.  Sabbakhan informed Stern that he is making an effort to 
get there and he’ll keep her informed.   



At 11:12am, Herbert Taylor gave a report for the Fire-Life Safety TAG.  Stated that since mid-
April his group has been meeting weekly so that they can finish the work before the deadline. 
Meeting on Thursdays.  Stated that they are only about a third of the way through the material.  
Says they are going through the most difficult stuff first, so on the backside, things should move 
much more quickly. Expects to be done by July at this point.   

At 11:18am, Alex Berley discussed the progress of the Residential TAG. Stated that they’d 
completed the significant changes book and they are now reviewing the other sections of the 
code. Believes that they can be finished by next month.  Informed the group about how they’ve 
been meeting, especially regarding the conference calls.  Stated that he has a question about 12a, 
chapter 1a.  Wanted to know what the Residential TAG should be doing in that regard.  
Fetterman explained. 

At 11:24am, Berley stated that the Structural TAG is also moving along very smoothly. Has 
completed the significant changes book.  Now going through the ICC resource collection.  Says 
that he expects the group to be done in about two months, but they may be done a few weeks 
before that.  Informed the group how that TAG has been doing their work as well. 

Fetterman wanted to know how Berley and Sabbakhan have been working together considering 
their TAGs have a lot of over-lapping material.  Sabbakhan stated that he wanted to let Berley 
know about some of the things he should be aware of.  The two stated that they definitely needed 
to make time to meet to discuss.   

At 11:35am, Curtis Clay began discussing the Accessibility TAG. Wanted to know how and 
why the current amendments were accepted.  Stated that he had a question about the signage on 
bathroom doors that are “Family Accessible” or “Unisex”.  Group discussed. 

At 11:48am, Jill Stern discussed Issues and Policies progress.  Stated that a lot of their work 
depends upon getting information from the other TAGs so they can review.  Says that at their last 
meeting, they decided to come up with a subgroup to look at 12a.  Believes that they’ll make 
good headway by the end of June.  Says that of the chapter 1s that she’s seen, they are all fairly 
well harmonized so she doesn’t anticipate that they’ll need to make a lot of changes. 

At 11:54am, Fetterman informed the group that the Fire group has been reviewing chapter one 
very aggressively.  He is a part of that group.  Also gave a brief report of the Existing Building 
code’s progress.   

At 11:56am, Fetterman gave a report for the Electrical TAG.  Says that their remaining work is 
examining chapter 1 and they’ll do that on their next meeting on May 26th.  Believes that they’ll 
be done by the end of this month. 

The Property Maintenance TAG will next meet on June 2nd.  Fetterman stated that this 
morning, he sent documents to the group letting them know about the chapter one review 
process.   

Berley wanted to know what path he’s taken with the amendments that have been drafted by his 
groups.  Fetterman explained. 



Group discussed which forms they’d be using to submit changes and amendments.  Fetterman 
stated that he’d like to review and get back to them. 

At 12:06pm, Hershey gave a very brief review of the Energy TAG.  

At 12:08pm, the meeting was adjourned. 


